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This magazine is produced by GMB as an informative newsletter for activists
across the region. We try to showcase stories of interest, where GMB Members,
values or training has influenced things for the better.
If you have an interesting story that you would like to share with members
across the region, please contact Tom.Hoyles@gmb.org.uk
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ONE Union

Regional Secretary’s Report
July 2019

John Phillips
main measures of our success.
The challenges that we face are incessant, as
austerity continues to afflict our key public
services and manufacturing ever more
becomes the victim of under-investment and
sheer neglect. Nowhere has this been more
apparent than with the Ford motor company’s
announcement to close the Bridgend plant
with the loss of 1700 jobs. Add to that the
actions of ASDA in seeking to change the
contracts of thousands of workers, and you
begin to realise the very scale of those
challenges for us and our members.

Hello Everyone,
As we celebrate the 130th birthday of GMB, we
can all take great pride in being part of a
progressive union that makes a real difference
to the working lives of its members.
However, the world around us is
constantly changing and we need to change
with it. That’s why a thorough strategic review
has been undertaken of the entire Union, a
review which looks at who we are, what we
want to achieve and how we get there.

Even in these toughest of circumstances, GMB
will continue to do what it’s best at campaigning for and protecting the
livelihoods of members. The balance of
influence at the workplace needs changing
though, with an emphasis placed upon the
right of workplace access for unions and the
restoration of collective bargaining. The
proposed Social Partnership Act in Wales
provides that opportunity, together with the
application of fair work practices throughout
industry, and GMB will be driving that agenda
forward with Welsh Government in the months
to come.

This ‘One Union’ review focuses upon our
principles of solidarity, collectivism and doing
the right thing by our members. Together we
achieve far more than we could ever do alone,
but we must have a uniform plan and a unity
of purpose to continue to change the lives of
our members.
All of our lay activists have a vital role to play
in shaping the future, and building a bigger,
stronger union that keeps winning for it’s
members. Above all, we must remember that
membership growth and satisfaction are the

”We live and work in busy times, but just

remember that a quiet life never
recruited a single member or delivered
an ounce of change.

”
We live and work in busy times, but just
remember that a quiet life never recruited
a single member or delivered an ounce of
change. As always, thank you all for everything
you do for the members, and have a great
summer.

John Phillips
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GMB Regional Secretary, Wales & South West

Grow
Build
Change

After the ceremonial banner parade,
congress was opened by the Leader of
righton Council (and a GMB member) Nancy
Platts, who welcomed delegates to the city
and spoke about the work the administration
in Brighton are doing to combat the Tories
Austerity programme.

Congress report 2019

Over five days, congress was told about a new
report highlighting billions of pounds
outsourced in local government contracts,
GMB’s research into the effect of a no deal
Brexit on family shopping, the profits made by
water companies 30 years on from
privatisation, research into the care sector attacks on care workers and the vast number
of people in debt from social care, behind the
scenes stories from Heathrow security, a study
into gender inequality in the construction
industry and previously unseen figures into the
millions Amazon receive from UK taxpayers.

On June 9th, GMB congress convened in
Brighton for the second year running, at the
same picturesque venue as last year, the
Brighton Centre on the seafront.
Last year’s congress had seen a record
number of speakers, delegates and fringe
events which gave GMB a real buzz that
energised the union for the whole year.
There was a change in the agendas to recent
years, with the sectional conferences
(Manufacturing, Commercial and Public
Services) now taking place throughout the
year. This change allowed more adequate
time for conference business and for debates
and speakers to make their arguments.
Congress was chaired by our new president
Barbara Plant who, without the support of
long-term Vice chair Malcolm Sage, gave a
confident performance chairing congress in
her first year.
This year’s guests at Congress included
London Mayor Sadiq Khan, Former West Ham,
Fulham and QPR footballer Leroy Rosenior and
Allison Phillips, editor of the Daily Mirror.
There was a fringe appearance from Shadow
Education Secretary Angela Rayner,
Shadow Brexit Secretary Keir Starmer also
called by to talk Brexit.
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Manufacturing Job Losses
At Congress new figures were revealed by our
Union that the UK has lost almost 500,000
manufacturing jobs in just 10 years. They show
that 476,500 jobs in the sector disappeared
between 2008 and 2018, a massive fall of 14%.
In 2008, the UK supported 3.4 million
permanent and temporary manufacturing
jobs – which accounted for more than 11% of
all employment. By 2018, that had slumped to
just 2.9 million, or 9% of the total.

Glasgow Women’s Strike
Congress were also told about the Iconic, GMB
led Glasgow Womens Strike.

That breaks down to 24,200 or 8.6% of jobs lost
in the South West and 13,000 or 7.7% of jobs in
Wales.

Over 8,000 women marched on Glasgow’s
City Chambers as a part of their long-running
fight for equal pay. The strike involved more
than 2,000 GMB members who provide round
the clock home care for 87,000 service users,
as well as cleaning and catering services for
schools and amenities across the city.

Famous old ceramics firms in the potteries,
Appledore shipyard, large swathes of our steel
industry, jobs at the Ford plant at Bridgend all have fallen by the wayside yet the
Conservative Party is prepared to risk
thousands more job losses through a chaotic
hard Brexit.

The dispute, which had been fought through
tribunals and the courts for more than a
decade and involved about 14,000 separate
claims, and stemmed from 2006, when a new
job evaluation scheme was introduced by the
council, with the aim of addressing gender
pay inequality.

It begs the question; how does this add up to
May’s commitments that ‘the UK’s post-Brexit
arrangements must protect people’s jobs and
security’?

Instead it entrenched discrimination by paying
female-dominated jobs such as catering and
cleaning less than male-dominated jobs such
as refuse collection because of a complex
system that penalised people working split
shifts and irregular hours.
The Council met with GMB and other unions
and settled a landmark claim back in January,
which will see thousands of women
compensated for the discrimination they
endured.
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Sadiq Kahn
On Monday congress was addressed by GMB
member Sadiq Kahn, Mayor Of London where
he paid tribute to the GMB for its influence over
the Labour movement.
“For the last 130 years the GMB – and the
Labour Party which it helped create – have
won huge improvements to the lives of
working people.
“Securing the right to vote for women.
Safety standards in the workplace. Creating
the minimum wage. Outlawing racial
discrimination. Decriminalising homosexuality. discussions with the US government in a
post-Brexit scenario.
Legalising women’s rights.”
He also criticised the remarks of American
President Donald Trump who during his state
visit to the UK the week before, had said the
NHS should be on the table during post-Brexit
trade discussions – before performing a quick
U-turn the following day.
Figures revealed by GMB and survation
showed that Just 17% of the public think the
NHS should be included in trade deal

“And ensuring that our NHS stays free at the
point of need – a battle that still continues to
this day. Whatever Donald Trump says – our
NHS will never be ‘on the table’.”
It was the latest exchange in an already frosty
relationship between the London Mayor and
President Trump after they were both involved in
a heated online exchange during the President’s
trip to the UK.

Tories to blame for Appledore

“This propped-up Tory administration simply hides
behind the bureaucracy of EU regulations to justify
its’ policy of subjecting key build initiatives to overseas competition.

Back in March the Appledore shipyard shut its
doors for the last time, despite a GMB led
campaign by workers and members to encourage
the government to build the next generation of
fleet support ships at the yard. The closure
resulted in the loss of 200 jobs on the River
Torridge, hitting the communities of North Devon.

“When those very same potential bidders are able
to build logistics ships free of any threat to a
process, that leads only to a race to the bottom.

Speaking from the rostrum, shipbuilder and GMB
convener Jake McLean told GMB congress that
the blame for the closure landed squarely at the
foot of the Tory Governments inertia and lack of an
industrial strategy.

“Working at Appledore was much more than just
doing a job. It was a cohesive community of
interests, a way of life really for generation
after generation, where skills and knowledge were
handed down from father to son, and where you
were sorted out as a person.

“Appledore is the latest in a line of yards that has
been starved of the oxygen of work supply by a
Government obsessed with the free market ethic
and putting everything out to international tender.

“Shipbuilding is in our blood in North Devon with
every single ship leaving the dock being built with
an immense sense of pride and passion.”
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Jen Smith, our regional delegate who moved
the motion, told congress
“This is a devastating blow for Bridgend, the
Welsh car industry and the regional economy.
More significantly, it’s a catastrophic blow for
our members, their families and the
community. The workforce at the plant have
made every contribution possible to
increasing productivity, making efficiency
savings and ensuring that it is cost
competitive, only to have their commitment
and loyalty betrayed by the company.
“This is also another example of the lack of
support given by Central Government to the
Ford Bridgend Closure
manufacturing sector in this country generally
Just days before the opening of congress, Ford and in Wales particularly.
announced it’s proposals to close their site in
“The absence of any coherent strategy has
Bridgend.
caused a repeat of the decimation that we
saw in the sector in the 1980s with the
Our region put forward a motion calling for
deliberate run-down of the coal mining and
Ford workers across the country to stand
steel production industries.”
together against the closure of the Bridgend
Plant, GMB Congress.
The motion was passed unanimously at
Congress and solidarity was sent to our
The emergency motion called on the
members in Ford from delegates from all
company to reconsider the closure – which
regions throughout congress in their speeches
will cost 1,700 jobs.
and debates.

One of the major highlights of Conference was
the Address from former Footballer Leroy Rosnier
who spoke powerfully about racism he faced in his
career and growing up in Britain. General Secretary
Tim Roache, described it as the best speech he’s
ever heard at GMB Congress.
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The Activist
GMB General Secretary Tim Roache began his
report by thanking all members for their hard work
and support over the last year.
He outlined how the union is adapting in a world
that is less predictable, less stable and more
chaotic than at any point since the 1980’s. Tim
spoke about the halving of union membership
since 1979 and stated his lack of surprise at the
growth of inequality as a result. Special criticism
was reserved for the Tory Government at Westminster; “We’re not a poor country – We’re a
poorly run country.”
He pledged that the Union would do more to
change, speaking about our slowness to adapt
to changes in the last 40 years, citing an all staff
survey that highlighted a major issue for him, that
often people felt that regions did not work closely
enough together to achieve shared goals. He pledged to deliver a One Union Platform, with the regions
working closer together to deliver for members. “5 nations, 9 Regions, 1 Union.”
He took time to praise the work of landmark campaigns like the Glasgow Women’s strike, and to speak
out against government outsourcing as well as ASDA’s contract 6 implementation.
Tim also praised our ‘Jewel in the Crown’, the NHS, and took time to thank the staff for all their work
relating to his sad few weeks in the run up to conference with the death of his father. He pledged that
there would be no privatisation or fragmentation of our NHS to rapturous applause.

Delegation
This year’s delegation was again at the heart of GMB Congress.
From our regional dinner, to the President’s reception, GMB
Wales and South West members got involved and engaged with
everything GMB Congress had to offer.
As a region we put forward motions on a wide range of issues;
calling for better training for reps on Transgender issues,
arguing for a debate on reforming the electoral system and
taking a principled stance against Nicolas Maduro in
Venezuela, and our delegates gave impassioned speeches on
each and every issue.
A special mention to Leanne Chapman who spoke at the
Women in the working world Fringe alongside Alison Phillips,
Angela Rayner MP and senior members of the union.
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A Social
Partnership
Mike Payne

The Welsh Government is developing a
Social Partnership Act which will put Trade
Unions and the fair work agenda right at
Welsh Government, through this we are able to
the heart of the Government’s programme ensure that Trade Union values are at the heart
for government.
of the Welsh Labour government.
The Welsh Government has a strong record for
standing up for workers.

At Congress this year we hosted a fringe
meeting to showcase the work that GMB is
doing in partnership with Wales TUC and
the Welsh Government to deliver Social
Partnership and Fair work for the People of
Wales.
The packed fringe was an outstanding
success and below Mike Payne explains
what social partnership and the fair work
agenda means.
We have a history and a reputation of doing
things differently in Wales.
Devolution is not home rule, it gives the people of
Wales autonomy to tackle some of our biggest
issues that are specific to Wales. Despite the
Welsh Government not having all of the levers
needed to introduce primary legislation over
certain policy areas, they have been innovative
in responding to issues and developing a flexible
framework to develop policy in Wales.
We’ve got a vested interest in this. GMB
alongside our partners in Wales TUC and our
sister unions have a close relationship with the

There are some great examples that prove this.
For instance, the Welsh Government decided
that it was right to retain the Agricultural Wages
Board when it was scrapped in England, a case
they fought and won in the Supreme Court.
They’ve taken action to stop the blacklisting of
Trade Unionists, they’ve introduced policies that
have lead to the cessation of Zero Hour
Contracts and legislation to clamp down on the
use of bogus employment. They also decided
that Wales would retain the Two Tier Code,
protecting new starters from being treated
differently after TUPE transfers.
And probably the most high profile challenge
from the Welsh Government against the Tories
in Westminster was the response to the
pernicious Trade Union Act. Wales introduced
its own Act which stops the worst excesses of
the Tories legislation, removing the 40% ballot
threshold for public sector employees and
stopping the opportunities for employers to
bring in agency staff to break strikes.
All of these initiatives have come from a
commitment from our Welsh Labour
Government because they have committed to
working in true Social Partnership, initially via the
Workforce Partnership Council (which covers
all devolved public services) and the Economic
Partnership (which covers all private sector). But
as always there is much more to do.

If you would like to watch the interview with Mark
Drakeford AM you can view in full it on our
Facebook and Twitter pages

In the last few months moves have been made
to cement this relationship in a more formal
footing. Before now decisions would rely on the
consent of organisations, any decisions reached
would rely on the goodwill of the partners which
could be revoked at any point.
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GMB’s founder Will Thorne realised 130 years ago
that, Industrial Agreements were great, but that
they could be taken away by unscrupulous
employers if they did not have statutory
underpinning. So the Welsh Government is
working on a Social Partnership act that would
bind the partners together and cement this
relationship.
Both the Workforce Partnership Council & The
Economic Partnership Council will now be
overseen by the new Fair Work/Social
Partnership Council, and the newly formed
Social Partnership/Fair Work Directorate within
Welsh Government. This new directorate will be
responsible to a designated Welsh Government
minister.

Welsh Governments investment in the Wales
Union Learning Fund.
All of the recommendations within the Fair Work
Wales Commission, and the six
recommendations agreed at Welsh Labour Party
Conference in April have been accepted by the
Welsh Government. When these are
enshrined within the Social Partnership Act it will
completely change the world of work and the
inclusion of Trade Unions into collective
bargaining as of right.

These changes and this legislation will ensure
the consistency of approach and provide the
opportunity for challenges to be made if
organisations decide to default. This Social
Partnership Act will give us opportunities through
agreed structures to reach agreements that are
then implemented across Wales, and will give
Trade Unions redress if breaches occur.

This legislation will be in place by May 2021 and
will compliment other strands of legislation,
such as the Equality Act 2010 section one (which
deals with Socio and Economic inequality) and
The Future Wellbeing & Generations Act. These
combined will provide us with opportunities to
change our member’s lives in such a way that
would have seemed impossible even 20 years
ago.

Fair Work

If you would like to watch the fringe, you can
view it in full on our Facebook and Twitter
pages

The Social Partnership act is groundbreaking
and will allow us an even greater scope to
deliver for our members. It has been the work of
GMB members, Officers and Politicians
alongside a social partnership of allies in Trade
Unions, Welsh Labour and other organisations.
It will be now be delivered by a Welsh Labour
Government, working in Social Partnership with
the Labour & Trade Union Movement, and in no
small part to the involvement of GMB.

The Act will give us a legal definition of Fair Work
based around Trade Unionists belief that fair
work is where workers are fairly rewarded, heard
and represented, secure and able to progress
in a healthy, inclusive environment where rights
are respected. From this we will promote Fair
Work through Trade Unions and Collective
Bargaining.
We have iterated and will reiterate our long held
recommendation to the Welsh Government that
they should take all measures possible within its
sphere of competence to support and promote
trade unions and collective bargaining.
And we’ve gone further; we’ve recommended
that the Welsh Government state a public
policy commitment to promoting trade unions
and collective bargaining whilst maintaining the
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A Right to
Grieve
Roger Hunt

Thankfully a lot has changed for bereaved parents
in the last few months, but there still remains a lot
that needs to change.
Last year, after pressure over a number of years
from a host of organisations and charities, the
Government are to introduce a law to recognise
statutory bereavement leave. Before that parents
who had suffered bereavement of their child would
be reliant on the will of their employer for time off
and pay.
The foundations of GMB’s support were laid at the
GMB’s Brighton conference in 2014. As a bereaved
parent, whose son died at the age of 25 I thought it
was essential that something was done. Congress
supported this motion and we played our part in a
campaign with other organisations to convince the
government to deliver bereavement leave.
I’m happy to say the lobbying of Government has
been partially successful in that some bereaved
parents will be entitled to 10 days leave with pay
under The Parental(Leave and Pay) Act 2020.
However, the restrictions/criteria within the Act
means not all bereaved parents are within scope.
Leave with pay is restricted to bereaved parents
whose child has died at the age of 18 or under, or
who suffer a stillbirth after the 24th week of
pregnancy and then only if they have
completed 26 weeks of continuous employment
with their employer.
That would mean, heaven forbid, that if your child
died and was over 19 years old you would not be
entitled to paid leave.

This cannot be morally right.
The loss of a child is the loss of a child,
whether you’re 18, 28, 48 or 58. The loss is just as
great regardless of age and it can’t be right that
we say that a loss is any greater because of an
abject circumstance like age or the parents
employment status.
This year at congress, I presented a motion that
asked the GMB to lead the lobbying of government
to remove these restrictions/criteria from the Act
so that all bereaved parents have access to the
provisions within the Act. I wish to take this
opportunity to thank Congress for supporting the
motion.

When your world is shattered, you need time and
space to come to terms with the tragic loss and
work through the formal processes necessary
which wiill be dependent on the individual
circumstances surrounding the death.
All we ask for, as bereaved parents, is to be treated
with compassion, consistency and fairness and not
indirectly discriminated against on the grounds of
the age of our deceased child.
In the last few weeks we have seen the fantastic
win led by GMBWSW member Carolyn Harris MP to
have child burial fees scrapped, and it’s vital that
the government does more to help bereaved
parents to come to terms with the loss of a loved
one.
As a Union we will campaign to get this amended
so that we help those parents in the hardest part of
their lives.
If you are a bereaved parent and would like some
help or someone to talk to about it, contact the
Compassionate Friends society on 0245 1232304
or at 14 New Log Street, Deptford, London SE8 3H5

Supporting those
who have lost
Rebecca Dawkins

Back in December 2018 I helped set up a
Bereavement Network for Newport Council workers.
The network supports those who have suffered loss
at any time of their life. It can be a current loss, or a
loss from long ago, grief does not dissipate.
Since our first meeting there has been a regular
meeting held for an hour every month. We’ve
advertised through the internal intranet to staff,
along with Rebecca emailing those that attended
previously.
So far the group is small but new people come
along every month and contact on a personal level
is always maintained, with a Bereavement
Network Whatsapp group set up by one networker.
The Network is ongoing on a monthly basis to all
going through, or have gone through a
bereavement.
Bereavement affects everybody differently and can
affect some people for years. It’s important that at
GMB we work with our members and employers to
support everyone who suffers a bereavement.
If you’d like to know more about setting up a
bereavement network, get in touch with the regional
office who can help give tips and advice on setting up
a network. I look forward to seeing and hearing about
these being set up across the region.
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Staggering numbers
trapped in social care
debt
Kelly Andrews

GMB, the union for social care workers, received
responses from a Freedom of Information
request we sent to every local authority in Great
Britain with responsibility for social care.
The results highlight a national scandal.
At least 130,000 people are trapped in social
care debt, with more than 93,000 people facing
debt management proceedings as a result of
their social care debt. 1,700 are facing legal
action. It’s no surprise: our care system is in
crisis.
The last decade has seen a chronic
under-funding of the NHS, local authorities and
the social care sector, and in truth for the sector
to survive that money will have to come from
somewhere.

Our care system is in crisis, and we will need
radical solutions looking at both the provision as
well as finding adequate funding to pay for care
so that we never again find ourselves passing
the burden of payment onto those who can
least afford to pay it.

”One week they praise the generation

of D-Day, the next they take away the
homes of our elderly.

It’s also no surprise that the Tories, who in the
same week punitively took away the TV licences
from the over 75’s, decided that these people
should also give up their houses to pay for their
senior living. One week they praise the
generation of D-Day, the next they take away the
homes of our elderly.
Let’s not forget that above the cost that the local
authorities, NHS and Care providers are chasing
from 93,000 people, there’s also the costs that
they are paying to debt collectors. And that’s
before we look at the numbers from 1,700 legal
claims. All this money should have been poured
into providing high quality care to the most vulnerable in our society.

”

There are some big changes already afoot
across the UK. In Wales, social care is becoming
professionalised through the social care Wales
registration process, where carers receive the
necessary skills and qualifications required to
care for the most vulnerable in society.

The Welsh Government are recognising that
social care is a sector, not an industry, and early
discussions indicate we’re likely to get to a place
where terms and conditions fall under sectoral
bargaining. This will provide stability for the
workforce and genuine care providers who want
to make social care about people and not profit.
The APPG which GMB helped set up will look at
these reforms as well as many others and we’re
confident that it will build the foundations of a
social care system for the 21st century.

This can’t go on. Under the last Labour
government, pensioner poverty was slashed
hugely and the Labour movement will not let
that achievement be reversed. In February, GMB
were proud to have helped launch an All Party
Parliamentary Group on Social Care to look at
the care system, funding and state of staffing in
the sector.

We’re ready to fight for the generation who
rebuilt this country, just like our members who
work with them every day. Radical change is
coming, and just like the last 130 years, GMB
members will be right at its very heart.
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Healthier Mind,
Healthier workplace
Rebecca Dawkins

As the Union Learning rep for Newport City
Council, I’ve had a busy few months.
With the increased awareness of mental health
issues in recent years, our branch was keen for
staff employed at Newport City Council to gain a
better understanding of hidden disabilities
covered by the Equalities Act 2010.
Through WULF, we identified Mental Health
Awareness Training and Mental Health First Aid
Training as key courses that would be able to
meet the training need.

The Wales Union Learning Fund (WULF)
exists to support learning initiatives in
unionised workplaces where employers
recognise the benefits of working in
partnership with unions to up-skill their
workforce. It funds a range of projects
which are led by different unions and
promote workplace learning.
If you are in a unionised workplace you
can apply for training opportunities.
Contact your regional organiser or Nick.
Hughes@GMB.org.uk to find out more.

As the ULR for the branch I spoke with HR and
WULF, and between us we organised several
dates for training to take place. Our HR
Business partner, Edyta Rice, ensured that the
courses were advertised to employees,
especially managers and coordinated
numbers, booked rooms for training and
assisted the trainer with any requirements to
hold the training.

”Informative, helpful, reassuring,

wonderful and insightful, useful,
fantastic, wish to continue with more
learning of this kind, brilliant, interesting,
Inclusive, good, excellent, delivered
superbly, and recommended.
The Feedback spoke for itself.

”

The first tranche was Mental Health awareness
training held over two days – 14-15 February
2019, and was attended by ten staff.

The feedback from our members was
really positive. All those who attended
commented on how much they had not known
around Mental Health issues, and even better,
many of them had already signed up for the
Mental Health First Aid Training.
It’s a timely reminder that we’re not all experts
on everything no matter how much we think we
know or how good our intentions are.
Following on from the successes in February,
in April the Mental Health First Aid Training took
place – again these were two day sessions, one
held on 9-10 April and the other held on 15-16
April- both sessions had thirteen staff fully
attend each day.

All staff completed evaluation forms and in total
for the two complete sessions, the overall
scoring was five for each question (with five
being the top score). This highlights not only how
useful Staff found the course, but that it was
delivered in a way that helped them feel
confident to understand the issues and how to
find ways to resolve them.
Informative, helpful, reassuring, wonderful and
insightful, useful, fantastic, wish to continue with
more learning of this kind, brilliant, interesting,
Inclusive, good, excellent, delivered superbly,
and recommended - The Feedback spoke for
itself. Other feedback included; ‘good resources
and activities’ and ‘the trainer Rhian Cartwright
very approachable and knowledgeable.’
Edyta also informed me that there was a lot of
positive feedback and would like sessions to
continue for as long as possible. Future dates
have been set for July for the Awareness and the
First Aid, and eight staff have signed up for the
Mental Health Champions course which will be
delivered in August.
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Thermofisher Update
Nicola Savage
GMB and Thermofisher have been working
closely together to deliver programmes of
learning to the workforce over the coming
months providing exciting opportunities for
both employees and the employer.
Through the Wales Union Learning Fund (WULF)
which exists to support learning initiatives in
unionised workplaces where employers can
work in partnership with unions to up-skill their
workforce. It funds a range of projects which are
led by different unions and promote
workplace learning.
The WULF project provides us with another great
opportunity to support our members’
learning within the workplace, providing
education around essential skills, digital literacy
and mental health, to name just a few.
We have a great working relationship with
management at Thermofisher, and the
opportunities WULF can provide strengthens
our relationship with the employer, and also
provides our members with the potential for
growth in the job, confidence skills as well as a
real opportunity to improve qualifications and
employability.
So far we have already had discussions with
Thermofisher about holding the training
courses on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hidden disabilities
Menopause
Sexual harassment
Dyslexia
Equality and diversity awareness
Mental health awareness
Developing learning agreements

We are working closely with Wales TUC and our
WULF Development Officers to provide
upskilling and refresher courses for our
appointed Union Learning Representatives who
will work to identify training needs within
Thermofisher.
We have a great working relationship with
management at Thermofisher, and the
opportunities WULF can provide strengthens
our relationship with the employer, and also
provides our members with the potential for
growth in the job, confidence skills as well as a
real opportunity to improve qualifications and
employability.

Gwynedd School Cooks
Pay Erosion
Mark Jones
In 2008 Gwynedd Council undertook a local pay and
grading review for the purpose of ensuring fair pay
across all roles. In this process the Kitchen Assistant,
Assistant Cook and Cook roles were separated out
with each differing of responsibilities, demand & pay.
However, since 2008, local government pay rises have
tended to give more to the jobs at the lower end of the
pay structure than those above. This has meant that
the gap in pay that was created in 2008 has reduced.
By April 2019 Kitchen Assistant pay had caught up
with that of Assistant Cooks, without a reassigning of
responsibilities and demands. The gap in pay between
Kitchen Assistants and Cooks created in 2008 has
reduced from 36% to only 10%.
We’re all for our members getting better pay
particularly those on lower wages, but we also believe
that people should be properly reimbursed for their
labour.
It can’t be right that our Cooks and Assistant Cooks
haven’t been getting their fair share since 2008. It may
be that the Cooks role has changed and now is the
time to re-evaluate the roles to redress the balance
and imbalance of pay that has built up.
I would be interested to hear thoughts from all the
members affected in Gwynedd County Council
catering- you can email me at
Mark.Jones@gmb.org.uk
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Asda staff are in revolt over the proposed imposition
of a new 'flexible' contract with calls for the company
to roll back from the plan in the wake of Sainsbury’s
failed takeover.
A survey published by GMB, the union for Asda
workers, reveals more than 9 in 10 staff (92%) oppose
plans to impose ‘Contract 6’ - which would see
workers no longer paid for any breaks and forced to
work bank holidays in return for £9.00 per hour pay
rates.

GMB CONSULTATIVE BALLOT* ON CONTRACT 6
(*What’s a consultative ballot? This is where you
vote in a union ballot, members officially let us
know what you think of the proposals)

Background
Collective consultation with ASDA closed on
Monday, 17th June. ASDA Executives took the
decision to proceed with proposals to put all
hourly paid employees on flexible contracts
(Contract 6) – basically saying that instead of
‘Your Choice’ you would be getting ‘No
Choice’ as Asda colleagues.
GMB Union has opposed the imposition of the
new Contract 6 since ASDA’s announcement
on April 9th, and has called on ASDA to negotiate with us.
Many thousands of ASDA colleagues can’t be
flexible in the way ASDA demands and
imposing a new contract won’t change
colleagues’ childcare, caring, studying, family
and other outside work commitments.
GMB has won some improvements, which we
don’t believe would have been forthcoming
without union members and workplace reps
making a stand and winning the arguments.
Changes to the proposals we have won
together:
• Concessions on non-Festive Bank Holidays.
The maximum number of non-festive bank
holidays colleagues will have to work in 2020
will be 3 (this was 5 in the original proposal).
This will be reviewed in September 2020.
• Break window changes. The unpaid break
window will move by 10 minutes (minimise
loss and maintain contracted hours)
• Scottish Bank Holiday. January 2nd will
continue to be classed as a bank holiday in
Scotland.
Not a memer? Join GMB now to have a say

• Flexibility/Minimum notification. Will be 4
weeks rather than 3 weeks
• Security jobs. Security will be placed in its
own job family.
• Transitional payments. Those who lose out
will have 18 months of transitional payments.
GMB Union Recommendation
The concessions don’t go far enough. The new
contract 6 is not a good deal for ASDA
colleagues.
• ASDA has not withdrawn the threat to impose
the new contract
• The flexibility clause which requires
colleagues to work at any time, any place,
anywhere, has not altered.
• ASDA has not improved the hourly rate, given
any guarantees about the rate for 2020 or
agreed to sit down with GMB and negotiate
next year’s pay.
• The night window proposal hasn’t changed.
• Some colleagues are still losing up to 8 paid
holidays a year
• TUPE colleagues will lose their enhanced
terms
That's why GMB is recommending you reject
ASDA’s proposals
If members reject the company proposals we
will be coming back to ask you what action
you are prepared to take, up to and including
industrial action.
YOUR CHOICE, YOUR VOICE, YOUR SAY
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wilko
Update

Nicola Savage
There’s a lot going on in the world of Wilko!
With pay negotiations coming to a close and
the offer on the way to our members,
introduction of ‘myview’ creating issues for
some members pay and holidays as the
company works through the teething issues.
There is also the well-publicised weekend
working dispute within our Distribution centres
in Magor and Worksop.

We have got the positive movement because of
the members at both DC’s all pulling together in
Our Reps have taken the lead in fighting for
a unified voice and due to having high
our members concerns. When our members
membership numbers. This is why it’s so
shared their fear and concerns over new
important to be a GMB member within Wilko or
imposed rotas we felt it was right to put to the
indeed any workplace and why we are always on
members the question of potential strike action.
the lookout for members to put themselves forWilko employ around 2000 employees across
wards to be reps to give their work area its voice.
both sites, most of whom are GMB members.
The brutal rota changes proposed by the
This shows the strength of feeling, and above all
company would have significantly affected our
the power of collectivism. When we have
members work life balance and impacted upon
numbers, our voice can be heard loud and clear.
equality issues across the distribution sites.
This simply wasn’t on, and our members
agreed.
The overwhelming response from the
indicative ballot was over 90% in favour of
industrial action. The outcome showed us how
important that a fair rota of weekends off with
families meant to our members but also how
loud the members could roar.
Following our extensive coverage in the press,
across TV radio and online, we’ve received
amazing support and solidarity from other GMB
activists, Wilko and non Wilko GMB members.
Local Labour MP Jessica Morden also met with
the team to offer her help and support. As a
result the company sat up and listened.
We have since been in productive talks with
Wilko, and at the time of writing this we have
received a written commitment to
continue recruitment for Wilko team members
until 1 in 3 weekends (1 in 2 at peak – October to
January if necessary) is achieved and
maintained for all shifts, contracts and levels 1
to 4 (apart from any rolling pattern TMs). Once
these talks come to a close then the
company’s position will be put to the DC
members to see if they find it acceptable.

The GMB is currently balloting members on
weekend working and pay. Outcomes will be
known in the next few weeks.
I’d like to take this opportunity to say how
extremely proud I am to be a member of this
union and of our activists, the work that they do,
and the outcomes we achieve together.

One of the
campaign
posters
used in the
dispute >
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A Cuban
Odyssey

GMB Activist and Young members
Stalwart Dean Ismay headed off to Cuba
with a delegation of Young Trade Unionists
from across the UK to mark 60 years since
the Cuban Revolution

I was honoured to join 30 delegates from
other trade unions as part of the 14th annual Young Trade Unionists’ May Day Brigade
to Cuba. Our delegation joined around 300
other delegates from 30 countries around the
world, including South Korea, Vietnam,
Brazil, South Africa, Chile and the United
States. The brigade this year took place on
a special year, as it’s the 60th anniversary of
the Cuban revolution, and the 80th
anniversary of the CTC(Cuba’s TUC).

The camp provided an environment to enrich
my ideas, and share experiences with other
delegations, hearing first-hand about some of
their struggles back home. Each delegation
supported the same principle, that the
blockade of Cuba needs to end and that the
60 years this had been extremely tough for the
Cuban people.

The delegation all took part in agricultural work
during our visit to the island. Going to work
each day meant riding an open top truck, and
The delegation was based between Julio
grafting with machetes to cut grass. The
Antonio Mella International Camp (CIJAM) in
majority of the work is lengthy, monotonous
Artemisa province of Cuba and Sancti
and difficult because of the lack of modern
Spiritus, one of Cuba’s oldest settlements and farming machinery which this doesn’t allow
the capital of the Province of the same name the agricultural industry within Cuba to grow,
in central Cuba.
and export to other countries around the world.
The Sugar Cane industry is especially stifled by
Conditions in the camp were basic,
blockade.
unfortunately for us this was not the
picturesque Cuban poolside resort. Our camp Political meetings,
provided us with simple rustic meals, cold
conferences and visits
showers and shared dormitories. There was
Internet access available, (you can
We were officially welcomed by Fernanda
purchase an ETECSA ‘scratch card’ which
Gonzalez, Miami five hero and President of
gives you Pay as You go internet which is
ICAP(Cuban Institute of Friendship with
easily available) however, I rarely had a
peoples). We also met with Two Cuban MP’s,
chance to use the internet.
who visited CIJAM for a special lecture on the
For me this was a once in a lifetime
opportunity and I wasn’t going to waste it on
Facebook. I was far more interested passing
time with the locals and chatting to other
delegates from around the globe.
Conversations could range from small things
such as the food and would often extend to
discussions about the living conditions of the
Cuban people and the US Blockade against
Cuba.
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constitution, and Cuba’s
democracy.
In Cuba, General elections take
place every 5 years, and the last
election led to one of the most
representative parliaments on the
planet, 53.2% of them are women,
40% black or mixed race with 77%
born after the revolution.
We visited the Mausoleum at
Artemisa, dedicated to the rebels
who died during July 1953 attacks on
the Moncada barracks. Although
military unsuccessful at the time,
it led to the 25th July movement
which then in 1959 successfully
overthrew the US-backed dictator
Batista. Standing in the Mausoleum
it really hit home to me the big price
the Cuban people have paid to have
the country they have today.
We visited the Che Guevara Mausoleum and the Armoured train in Santa Clara – the site of a
famous Battle, where Che’s battalion attacked and derailed a train carrying weapons for
Batista - a defining moment in the armed struggle which ultimately led to the successful final
triumph in the Cuban Revolution a few days later. We also visited the Camilo Cienfuegos
Memorial in Yaguajay municipality, a tribute to Camilo, a key leader of the Cuban Revolution
who died in October 1959 aged just 27. For this visit we were lucky to be accompanied by two
veterans from the revolutionary war who gave us insights into their experiences. During these
visits, it was very clear the great struggle that the Cuban people have been through.
The major reason for our visit was to take part in the May Day rally on 1st May, International
Workers day around the world, which we attened in Revolution Square in Havanna.
This was a truly
spectacular event.
Watching the biggest
March I’ve ever seen, I
couldn’t help but think
that the atmosphere was
one of celebration of the
sacrifice of those who
came before, and not
just the sacrifices made
in their revolution, but for
all worker’s around the
world.

May day Rally,
Revolution Square,
Havanna.

”I was proud to wave

a GMB flag in
solidarity with the
international
community, and
those on the march.

”
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Standing just metres behind
delegations, the current
President Miguel Diez-Canel
and his predecessor Raul
Castro waved at the those
marching through the streets,
and up to a million Havana
residents who had the banner
“Unity, commitment and
victory” (Unidad, compromise
y Victoria). This year’s march
was opened by the Fidel
Castro speech ‘Concept of
Revolution’ at the 200th May
day rally.
I was proud to wave a GMB
flag in solidarity with the
international community, and
those on the march.
On May 2 we participated in the International Solidarity with Cuba Conference at the
Conventions Palace in Havana. This unique opportunity, as official guests of the Workers
Central Union of Cuba (CTC), allowed young members to participate in a conference in a
prestigious venue where Cuba’s National Assembly meets and where the CTC’s 80th
anniversary Congress had had just taken place the week before our visit.
The conference featured many high level Cuban politicians, trade unionists and
representatives from Cuba’s civic organisations and was attended by over 1,000 international
solidarity activists and trade unionists from 157 countries.
Many of us brought material aid with us to Cuba this included pens, paper, women’s sanitary
products. The blockade not only brings financial hardship to the people but also denies them
essential items and many life saving drugs. It also makes goods more expensive because of
the travel cost.
The blockade means that is impossible for ordinary Cubans to access life-saving drugs and
many basic essentials. Some of the medication they have difficulty with is everyday painkillers,
and even sterile gloves. In turn this means gloves are rewashed before being reused on other
patients, greatly increasing the chances of infection.
In conclusion of my experience, I found Cuban people to be friendly, hospitable and proud of
their History and Culture.
Access to healthcare for Cuban citizens is
fantastic with more doctors per head than any
other country around the world but with limited
access to drugs and vital medical equipment it
can often limit the impact of treatment.
After our visit I’m firmly of the opinion that US
blockade needs to end to allow enrichment of
goods to Cuba, and allow them greater
access to modern machinery, technology and
medicines. It can’t be right that Cubans are
denied these modern necessities.
We need to stand in solidarity with the people
of Cuba.
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GMB is a campaigning Union and this is why
many of us have joined and will continue to
support the efforts of our Union in the future.

LGBT History Month 2019
GMB Shout! Wales and South West has been
working with Local Authorities in Wales and South
West throughout LGBT History Month this
February to ask that rainbow flags are flown
above civic buildings showing solidarity with LGBT
+ staff employed within the Councils and
with the Council’s customers/community
members in their areas.

GMB not only provides us protection at work, it
also allows us to be a family, look out for one
another and share ideas about how we can
improve things for fellow and future members
of this great Union.
We encourage anybody reading this who is not
already a member to join us in the struggle
for absolute equality:
www.gmb.org.uk/join

•

•

Shout! What’s all this about?
In January 2019, GMB Shout! Wales and South
West Region held its first meeting at Garley
House, Cardiff with many active members
attending to look at what the GMB should be
campaigning on in relation to LGBT+ GMB
members. In February 2019, at the second
meeting of Shout! we decided our campaigns
going forward:
•
•

More than 20 Local Authorities confirmed
to us that they were flying the LGBT flag
for LGBT History Month 2019.

Loughor Town Council in Swansea
confirmed to Shout! that they would be
purchasing a flag in time to fly it from their
building for LGBT History Month 2019

We
over
100
followers
LGBT
• gained
We gained
over
100
followed during
on Twitter
History
Month
which
has
builtwhich
our campaign.
during
LGBT
History
Month
has built
our campaign.

Human Rights for LGBT+ people in
the face of Brexit (Priority campaign).
LGBT+ Blood donation deferral
periods and the differentiation
between health boards in Wales
and England affecting GMB
members.

Swansea Pride
Swansea Pride was the first in our region and
what a Pride it was!
GMB members
paraded proudly through the streets of
Swansea and Ruth Brady, our Regional
Equality Officer, flew the GMB flag from the
top of an open top bus for all to see with
Carolyn Harris lending a hand.

Bristol Pride
WSM Pride
Llanelli Pride
Gloucestershire Pride

13 July 2019
27-28 July 2019
3 August 2019
14 September 2019

Date of next meeting:
TBC 18:00
please -email
ruth.brady@gmb.org.uk
further info.
23 August
2019 - Garleyfor
House

Follow us :

The people of Swansea listened to wonderful
acts, speakers and political activists, including
Sian James, former MP for Swansea East
(whose character was included in the Pride
film) with original members of the LGSM
movement. GMB Shout! Proudly engaged with
lots of people across the day.

: @gmbshoutwsw
: @GMB-Shout-LGBT-WSW-Region-2332315007048649
email : gmbshoutwsw@gmail.com
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BeinG A MeMBer
of GMB offerS
So MUcH More...
Just take a look at our
fantastic legal services...
Helpline
for free
leGAl
Advice:

0300 333 0303
www.unionline.co.uk

As a GMB member you have access to a
dedicated law firm that works for you.
We pay out 100% of any compensation
you win and not just to you but your
immediate family members also...

Free simple will service
We offer GMB members a free simple
will service and preferential rates
on more complex wills.
Fixed rate conveyancing
If you’re selling or buying a house or flat,
we offer preferential rates that you’ll be
hard pushed to beat on the high street.

If you or a family member has had an injury
or accident that wasn’t your fault
You’re covered whatever the injury,
however complex the claim and you
keep 100% of the damages awarded.

Free Motor Claims Service
We can save up to £40 per year on your car
insurance - just let your insurers know you no
longer require legal cover - UnionLine will take
that on as part of your GMB membership.

We provide to members only, expert
employment law advice and assistance
on a broad range of issues
Our lawyers have extensive experience of all
aspects of employment law that gives you
local support, advice and representation.

Power of Attorney
Preferential rates on all areas of Power
of Attorney, lasting or general.

Free legal advice helpline covering a wide
range of issues
If it’s a neighbour dispute, motoring offence,
holiday problem, criminal issue, consumer
dispute, immigration, family issue or divorce...
you name it, we’ll give you free advice.

UNIONLINE is a trading name of Trade Union Legal LLP. UNIONLINE is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority under number 608309

@UnionLineNews

www.facebook.com/UnionLineNews
18_0066

18_0066_UNI_GMB_A4_Wales_Advert.indd 1
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